Snow Crash is an **imaginary virus** featured in Neal Stephenson’s 1992 science fiction novel of the same name.

It affected users in the Metaverse, a virtual world where people represented themselves through avatars.

When the users opened a package of Snow Crash, offered as a drug of sorts, their system would be overloaded with digital data so that the rendering of their avatar would become fragmented, flickering and then be booted out of the Metaverse.

**Assembly Instructions:**

1. Cut out shape along outside edge.

2. Pre-crease all dashed lines with a ruler and a blunt-edged tool (i.e. a bone tool or pen cap).

3. Fold all dashed lines away from you (i.e. mountain fold).

4. Spread a thin layer of glue on a folded tab.

5. Place tab under corresponding side and press together until glue dries.

6. Repeat until assembled.